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Money Market

System liquidity opened with a credit balance of

₦266bn due to refund from previous Retail SMIS

Auction. Despite this improvement, Open Repo and

Overnight rates increased by 363bps to close the week

at 17.50% and 17.75% respectively as market

participants funded their operating account to

accommodate today’s FX Auction and CRR debits by

the Central Bank of Nigeria

We expect the rates to decline slightly opening weekly

barring any significant funding activity.

Treasury Bills

The Treasury bills market opened on a quiet note with

slight buying interest on the OMO curve owing to the

retail SMIS auction which took center stage. Towards

the end of the trading session, bearish sentiment was

noted on some selected OMO maturities, albeit buyers

remained on the sidelines.

We expect market to trade with mixed sentiments in

the coming week as market players continue to trade

cautiously despite the OMO maturity of ₦40bn

expected on Tuesday.

Money Market Rate Movement
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Current Previous %∆

Indicative I&E Open 413.69 413.71 (0.01)

I&E Closing 415.10 415.07 0.01

NAFEX 414.20 414.32 (0.03)

FX Rates

NTB Maturity Rate(%) OMO Maturity Rate(%)

13-Jan-22 3.69 28-Dec-21 5.50

10-Mar-22 2.98 01-Mar-22 5.28

9-Jun-22 3.67 15-Mar-22 5.43

11-Aug-22 5.36 16-Aug-22 5.33

13-Oct-22 5.00 04-Oct-22 5.30

Foreign Exchange

Closing the week, NAFEX rate showed a slight

appreciation of the Naira against the Dollar day on

day by 12 kobo to close the week at $/₦414.20.

The paucity of funds continued at the Investors' and

Exporters' Window as bids continue to outweigh

offers in the market. Consequently, the Naira

weakened marginally against the Greenback by

3kobo to close at $/₦415.10.

As anticipated, the CBN conducted its biweekly Retail

SMIS auction today. We expect rates to remain at

similar levels in the market next week.

Treasury Bills



BONDS

The FGN Bond market traded on a quiet note in the

initial hours of the trading session. As market

progressed, we witnessed a bit of demand on the

medium tenure securities with emphasis on the

2036 bonds. Yields were offered at 12.95% levels.

However, just a few trades were consummated

across the benchmark bonds. By and large, yields

traded flat from opening levels.

We expect mixed sentiment opening next week as

market players position for the auction where DMO

is set out to borrow N100bn across the 2026 and

2037 bonds.

Current 

(%)

Previous 

(%)
%∆

12.75 27-APR-2023 8.20 8.21 (0.01)

13.53 23-MAR-2025 10.60 10.60 0.00

16.2884 17-MAR-2027 12.23 12.23 0.00

13.98 23-FEB-2028 12.44 12.44 0.00

12.40 18-MAR-2036 12.96 13.00 (0.04)

16.2499 18-APR-2037 12.86 12.90 (0.04)

12.98 27-MAR-2050 13.17 13.17 0.00

FGN Bond Yields

Global 

Currencies

LIBOR Commodities

CCY Rate Tenor Rate (%) Comm. Price ($)

GBP/USD 1.3261 1M 0.10463   WTI 71.19

EUR/USD 1.1322 3M 0.20088 BRENT 74.60

USD/JPY 113.30 6M 0.28875 GOLD 1,787.35

USD/CHF 0.9202 12M 0.49825 SILVER 22.207

Global Currency, Fixings and CommoditiesMonetary Policy 

Auction Results 

Eurobonds

Key Indicator Current Previous

Monetary Policy Rate (%) 11.50 11.50

Inflation y/y (%) 15.99 16.63

Foreign Reserves (Gross $’Bn ) 40.93 40.97

USD LIBOR Movement

NTB AUCTION – December 08, 2021 OMO AUCTION – December 09, 2021

Tenor/Maturity 91-day 182-day 364-day 110-day 180-day 355-day

Offer / Subscription (₦’Bn) 4.94/1.91 10.09/1.81 38.70/240.73 5.00/9.00 5.00/10.80 20.00/54.98

Total Allotment (₦’Bn) 1.55 0.79 51.39 5.00 5.00 20.00

Stop Rate(%) 2.50 3.45 5.34 7.00 8.50 10.10

Security Yield Bid (%) Yield Offer (%) Price Bid Price Offer

ACCESS 6.125% 2026 6.24 6.06 99.500 100.250

ACCESS 9.125% PERP 9.44 9.36 98.000 99.875

ZENITH 7.375% 2022 5.15 3.00 101.000 102.000

ECOBANK 9.5% 2024 5.80 5.36 108.000 109.000

NIGERIA 7.875% 2032 8.04 7.93 98.875 99.625

GHANA 7.625% MAY 

2029
10.64 10.40 86.25 87.25
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OIL PRICES ON TRACK FOR BIGGEST WEEKLY GAIN SINCE AUGUST

Oil prices were on track for their biggest weekly gain since late August, with market sentiment

buoyed by easing concerns over the Omicron coronavirus variant's impact on global economic

growth and fuel demand. The Brent and WTI benchmarks were both on course for gains of about

8% this week, their first weekly gain in seven, even after a brief bout of profit-taking.

Brent crude futures were up 99 cents, or 1.3%, at $75.41 a barrel by 1351 GMT after falling 1.9%

on Thursday. U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures rose $1.08, or 1.5%, to $72.02

after sliding 2% in a volatile session the previous day.

U.S. consumer prices rose further in November to produce the largest year-on-year rise since

1982, government data showed on Friday, adding to bullish sentiment on oil demand. Earlier in the

week the oil market had recovered about half the losses suffered since the Omicron outbreak on

Nov. 25, with prices lifted by early studies suggesting that three doses of Pfizer (NYSE:PFE)'s

COVID-19 vaccine offers protection against the Omicron variant.

Disclaimer - This report is based on information obtained from various sources believed to be reliable and no representation is made that it is accurate or complete. Therefore, all rates shown here are
mark to market rates being published for guidance purposes only. Reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document. Access Bank Plc shall not accept responsibility or liability for errors of fact, or
any opinion expressed herein. This document is for information purposes and private circulation only and may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose without prior
written consent of Access Bank Plc.

Sources: FMDQ, Access Bank Treasury Team, Reuters, Bloomberg,, Punch

CAPITAL INFLOW DROPS BY 29% AS COVID-19 CASES RISE – CBN

Capital inflow into the country fell from $620m in July to $440m in August over the resurgence of the

COVID-19 pandemic. The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) stated this in its monthly economic report

for August titled, ‘Foreign capital inflow moderated in August 2021 due to weakening risk sentiments

that followed the COVID-19 resurgence’.

It stated that, “Foreign capital inflow moderated in August 2021 due to weakening risk sentiments

that followed the COVID-19 resurgence. “New capital imported into the domestic economy

decreased by 29.0 per cent to $0.44bn, compared with the $0.62bn recorded in July. “A

disaggregation of capital imported by type of investment indicated that foreign portfolio investment

inflow (mainly money market instruments), at $0.24bn, accounted for 53.8 per cent of the total. “The

inflow of other investments, mainly loans, was $0.16bn, constituting 36.9 per cent of the total.

“Foreign direct investment, at $0.04bn, constituted the balance of 9.3 per cent.

According to the CBN, a further analysis of capital imported, based on the nature of business,

showed that the bulk of the capital was channelled to non-share activities, with

production/manufacturing accounting for the largest share of 36.5 per cent, followed by banking with

24.5 per cent.
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